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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Variable-chart without Step7-programming package

You would like to give your customer the opportunity to read current numbers of the
manufacturing Online, without installing a visualisation or even the STEP7-package?
Then a S7-LAN with the option Status Variable" is needed, and your customer can take a
look at these password protected data on a site of the integrated webserver.

Interface switch for the S5

PG-interface of the S5-PLC occupies with a panel and program changes in the controller
should be performed? No desire/leisure/possibility to plug permanently between panel and
programming-device? 
 Connect the device from the PG-switch-series to the S5-PLC as well as panel and
programming-device, and you decide who from the two participants (PANEL or PG) with
the control communicates. Whether with toggle-switch (PG-SWITCH) or with 24V DC
(PG-SWITCH-II) or permanently connected by preceding [PANEL and PLC permanently
connected, communication is running; As soon as PG is plugged into PG is also switched;
disconnect PG and panel has access] (PG-SWITCH-III), switching to your requirements
and no permanent change.



Communication with PLCs without knowledge of the specific protocol

Who does not know the problem for a production-analysis still lack data that is stored in
the controller. Without PLC-specific programming-packages you can not get the data and
the software-technician has no time.
 A one-time change to the evaluation-tool, the PLC-specific DLL-file integrated (also at
Excel, Access, ...) and functions for reading and writing data of the controller are
available.

Actual time for the PLC?

You need in your PLC a actual time? No problem, with the NTP-function the
MPI-LAN-cable get from a NTP-(Time-)Server the actual time and transfers it direct into
the configured PLC or for processing in a DB.



Use in the car with a 12V supply only

Your're on road with your car and your employee reports a failure? What next? Approach
the next parking place and try to get a telephone line to solve the problem? Or solve the
problem in your head? Hit the next parking place and start your Tele-Book which is
plugged on your car's cigarette lighter, and build-up a connection to your installation.
With the notebook you will solve the problem within a short time.

Remote-maintenance Siemens-S5-PLC with firewall

Remote-maintenance of a Siemens-S5-controller with S5-LAN++ on PD-port via secure
VPN-tunnel and scalable firewall


